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Abstract

On C-ITS (Cooperative Intelligent Transport
Systems) vehicles send and receive sensitive mes-
sages informing about events on roads (accidents,
traffic jams, etc, ..). The authentication of these
messages is highly recommended in order to in-
crease the users confidence about this system. This
authentication ensures that only messages coming
from trusted vehicles are accepted by receivers.
An adapted PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) for
C-ITS provides certificates for each vehicle. The
certificate will be used to sign messages. This
principle is used within deployed C-ITS solutions
over the world. This solution is easy to implement
but has one major flaw: each message needs to
be sent with its signature and its certificate. The
size of the message to send becomes high. In the
meantime, for many C-ITS use cases, each mes-
sage is sent many times for robustness reasons.
The communication channel could be overloaded.
In this paper, we propose to split the signature
into some equal parts. When a message has to
be sent, it will be sent with one of these parts. A
receiver will save the received message with its
actual part. For each reception, it will collect the
remaining signature parts until all the signature
parts are received. Our solution is implemented
in a C-ITS architecture working through Bluetooth
protocol using the advertising model. The solution
is applicable for vehicle speeds reaching 130
km/h. We have proved, through a set of real
experimentations, that our solution is possible.

Index Terms—C-ITS, VANETs, security, authen-

ticity.

I. Introduction

The deployment of C-ITS is a hot challenge
in the era of smart cities. Urban roads and high-
ways are often crowded. The dissemination of
relevant information about traffic jams, accidents
and road works help users to reduce their travel
and to travel in safer conditions. A dedicated
WIFI has been designed for connected vehicles:
IEEE 802.11p (denoted also ETSI ITS-G5). The
deployment of ITS-G5 hotspots (denoted RSU-
Road Side Units) is on-going in many cities. V2V
(vehicle-to-vehicle) and V2I (vehicle to infras-
tructure) communications become possible. The
penetration rate of such technologies is still very
low which makes the coverage of such technology
very limited. In a previous work [1] we have
used the BLE protocol (Bluetooth Low Energy)
on smartphones used as receivers on vehicles. In
this paper, we use the same environment for our
experimentations.

We need to consider the authentication of
senders in order to avoid untrusted drivers to
notify fake events. It is recommended to handle
PKI in charge of distributing certificates to all
trusted vehicles in the eco-system. All messages
are sent with their signature computed using their
certificates. The certificate is also sent within the
payload message.

Over ITS-G5, the message size could reach
1500 bytes. Most of usual notification messages
(DENM: Decentralized Event Notification Mes-
sages) have a payload size between 200 and 300
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bytes where the size of the signature and the
certificates is about 300 bytes.

Many solutions have been proposed to reduce
this size; some of them have been deployed in
ETSI standards as sending certificates only on-
demand, sending the hash of the certificates.

The main contribution of this paper is to pro-
pose an additional mechanism: splitting the sig-
nature into many equal parts (partial signature).
In each message only a partial signature is sent.
When a message has to be sent, it will be sent
with one of these parts. A receiver will save the
received message with its actual part. For each
reception, it will collect the remaining signature
parts until all signature parts are received. Since
messages are sent many times, we only modify
the signature part in each sent message.

We have proven in [1] that BLE could be used
with efficiency with vehicles, our present contri-
bution is to experiment our splitting mechanism
within the BLE protocol. Indeed, in the version
4.2 of this protocol (and later versions), the packet
size could be 32 bytes for the advertising option.
We have already proposed an architecture based
on this protocol where the signature size is 16
bytes. But the whole signature size is 64 bytes (us-
ing the ECDSA algorithm: Elleptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm). For our experimentations
we split the signature into 4 parts. We have shown
that for a speed of 130 km//h the vehicle is able
to receive more than 20 messages during the
receiving slot time (nearly 6 secondes). It is able
to rebuilt the original message with all received
messages and to verify the message signature even
if some of these parts are dropped.

This paper is composed as follows: Section
II describes some works dedicated to vehicular
networks and security of exchanged messages.
In section III we present the unsual security
mechanism handled in C-ITS. Section IV presents
the experimental environment of the study. V
is dedicated to detailed processes used in this
solution. Section VI give some conclusions and
ideas about future enhancements of the study.

II. Related works

[2] presents another alternative to
WAVE/DSRC. It mixes three technologies:
Wi-Fi Direct, ZigBee and Cellular Network.
Wi-Fi Direct is used as a direct link between
nodes. ZigBee is used to connect roadside
sensors and Cellular Network for long distance
communications. [3] uses the same principle,
however this paper does not take into account
the hybridation between ITS-G5 and Cellular
Network.

In [4], the authors propose a new network
architecture deployed in Spain on vehicles switch-
ing between 802.11p and 3G, depending on the
availability of RSUs.

[5] presents a detailed study on performance
evaluation of IEEE 80211.p networks versus LTE
(Long Term Evolution) vehicular networks. The
authors have measured some performance indi-
cators as the end-to-end delay for both networks
in different scenarios (high density, urban envi-
ronments, etc.). Many important issues have been
measured as network availability and reliability.
The authors have proved through simulations that
LTE solution meets most of the application re-
quirements in terms of reliability, scalability, and
mobility. However, IEEE 802.11p provides ac-
ceptable performance for sparse network topolo-
gies with limited mobility support.

[6] studies throughput of VANETs with unidi-
rectional traffic for different conditions and trans-
mission ranges of wireless equipments. All stud-
ied vehicles are randomly connected. The paper
gives few results of simulation studies achieved on
NS-2 toolbox. They have measured performances
indicators in case of congestion.

In [7], an evaluation of vehicular communi-
cation networks through car sharing scenarios is
detailed. They adopted a specific mobility model
which has been imported to a simulator. They
have worked on a grid Manhattan network and
they have observed some performance parameters
such as delay, packet loss, etc. They have shown
that vehicular communication are realistic under
some conditions.

Some recent studies have proposed various
solutions either for privacy [8], [12], [13], [11]
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and authenticity [10], [13].

III. Security architecture

A. Preliminaries

In the area of C-ITS (Cooperative Intelli-
gent Transportation System), a protocol stack
has been defined and standardized by the ETSI
standardisation institute in Europe [14]. Over
the Transport-Networking layer (defined as geo-
networking layer), the Facilities layer has been
designed in order to be an efficient interface be-
tween the application layer (close to the driver and
the vehicle sensors) and the Transport-Networking
layer. Many types of messages are provided by
this layer. In this paper will focus only on one
main message, DENM (Decentralized Environ-
mental Notification Message). A vehicle sends
DENM messages in order to inform of any event
(i.e. accident, traffic jam, etc.). The event could be
triggered automatically thanks to the connexion to
the vehicle CAN (Controller Area Network) Bus.
In fact, some smart rules are run on the OBU (On-
Board Unit) which generates automatically appro-
priate messages. It could also generates manual
messages for sensitive cases as animal on the road.

B. Privacy and authenticity

C-ITS security considers two main aspects:
• Authenticity: this aspect allows to consider

only messages coming from trusted drivers.
• Privacy: this aspect allows to protect drivers

data and avoid driver tracking.
Each involved vehicle in the eco-system has

to subscribe to the PKI server. The subscription
allows to provide a long term certificate (LTC) to
the vehicle (signed by a root PKI).

A vehicle could sign its messages using this
LTC by means of a TPM (Trusted Plateform
Module) which embeds cryptographic processes
and private keys with safety. Authenticity is very
well ensured. But with such a mechanism, privacy
is not guaranteed at all. Indeed, from a unique
LTC we could extract private informations which
give the opportunity to external observers to track
drivers. In order to ensure privacy, it is usual to

work with a set of pseudonym certificates (PCs)
for small periods. A vehicle should have a pool
of PCs which should be up to date in order to be
able to switch to another PC.

IV. BLE environment

In this section, we first propose the experi-
mentation environment used in this paper. BLE
advertising mechanism is used in the experimen-
tations of our solution. The principle is to send
beacons (16, 32, 64 or 128 bytes). BLE has been
designed in order to advertise data wide areas in
order to inform users about any product (in par-
ticular in restaurants, shopping centers, museums,
...). The communication is unidirectional without
any connection between the sender and receivers.
The adverser broadcasts an « Advertising » BLE
message composed of Beacon code (which is
a value fixed by the sender about the product
to advertise) and any other relevant information.
The receiver should run BLE scanner able to
accept any BLE beacon and is able to wake-up
a dedicated application according to the Beacon
code value.

The senders denoted BLETransmitter, are de-
ployed on roads and are connected to road oper-
ator management servers which monitor them by
sending all relevant informations on roads.

A. Adapted notification message

We have defined a message format (inspired
from the standard DENM format) containing the
minimum information required to notify any event
on the road. We only keep the mandatory fields
defined in the ETSI standard. Our format is de-
fined as follows:0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

CC Lat Long H T OS S

Each field is defined as follows: Cause Code
CC) or Event Cause Code mixed with its sub
cause code (A translation table has been defined to
match with the DENM standard codes) ; Latitude
Lat / Longitude Long for The GPS Location ;
Heading (H) - defines the angle between the ve-
hicle’s direction and the North side ; Timestamp
(T) - defines the instant where the message has
been produced ; Offset (OS) - defines the offset
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of the signature part ; Signature(S) - defines the
signature part of the message.

V. A proposed authentication solution

In this section, we give details of our contri-
bution: splitting a signature into equal parts and
insert a partial signature in each message to send.

A. Principle

We consider a message M to send. The sig-
nature S is provided by the signature algorithm
embedded on the C-ITS station. We split S into
N parts such as S = S1, S2, ..., SN . Each part
Si could be included at anytime in the whole
message to send.

B. Communication algorithms

The algorithm 1 describes the actions to be run
by each sender. When a message is valid, it has
to be sent in a continuous way. But at each time,
the signature field changes. One part among all
parts is selected randomly and is inserted in this
field of message. The sending of messages ends
when the message is no more relevant (when it is
not valid for instance).

The algorithm 2 describes the actions to be
run by each receiver. The receiver catchs the first
message and keeps receiving the same message
but selects the received part of the signature, it
is sorted in a temporary variable. The next time
the same message is received, the signature part
is also selected. When all the signature parts are
received, the verification of the signature is run.
If the signature is valid, then the message is
accepted.

Algorithm 1 : Sender Algorithm
1: Begin

- M : Message
- S : Signature parts= S = S1, S2, ..., SN

- V T : Validity slot time of the event
2: while (V T is valid ) do
3: sends M +Random(S,N)
4: end while
5: End

Algorithm 2 : ReceiverAlgorithm
1: Begin

- Mi : Message i
- RS : ReceivedSignatureSave contains the
signature parts

2: while (MessageVerified( Mi) == FASE ) do
3: Receives Mi

4: Extracts Sj from M
5: Insert Sj into RS
6: if (RS is full and signature verified) then
7: MessageVerified( Mi) = TRUE
8: end if
9: end while

10: End

C. Experimentation with BLE

We have experimented the message sending
with various vehicle speeds. Figure 1 shows how
many times the message is received in the slot
window of the sender. In fact this number depends
on the protocol range. Indeed, the BLE protocol is
supposed to have range of 100-500 meters. When
a fixed sender broadcasts its message, it will cover
a range of distance D. A vehicle driving through
D will receive the message as long as it in D.
When the speed increases, the time slot where
the vehicle is in D is shorter, then the number of
received beacons is lesser. In our experimentation,
we need to split the signature into 4 parts in order
to fit with the defined structure of the adapted no-
tificationpacket. Then if the vehicle speed is less
than 130 km/h, this decomposition is possible and
the vehicle is able to rebuilt the entire signature.

Figure 1: Number of beacons vs. speed
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VI. Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed a simple solu-
tion for reducing the signature size of messages
in the area of C-ITS. Indeed, the main idea is to
split the signature in small parts. We only insert
one part in each sent message. The messages will
be repeated many times but with other signature
parts.

The receiver will collect all messages and re-
built the entire signature with all different parts.
When all parts are recovered, the message could
be verified and could be computed.

We have experimented this mechanism with the
BLE protocol. This protocol is suited for such
environment: beacons are sent continuously (the
frequency could be 10 hz). We have shown that
for the BLE protocol the vehicle speed has an
impact on the obtained results. The splitting is
different. More the speed is high, less the number
of signature parts is.

We intend to investigate if we could verify the
validity of the message without getting all the
signature parts. Indeed, in this study we assume
that all different messages are properly received.
As a future works, we intend to test better the scal-
ability of our system by launching simulations. In
the meantime we intend to analyse the security
performances of signing and verifying processes.
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